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Thanks to the ongoing support of the Nineveh Charitable Trust, the conservation work at Tortworth
Arboretum has gone from strength to strength.

Our regular Sunday volunteer conservation days are increasingly popular all year round, and in the
time covered by this gtant we have had 6 volunteer days and achieved a significant amount of work
- changing from our previous shategy of clearing overgrowth across ra&odareas, to prioritising
veteran or exotic trees and clearing arotmd them.

Our volunteers come from arange of backgrounds, and we regularly take on referrals from Sustain
in Bristol, who continue to work with us to zupport iadividuals in recovery &om addiction. Some of
these ae now on our intemship; paitl for by the Big Lottery Fund, and arenow team leaders on our
volunteer days, trained in woodland management, supervision of hand tools, first aid and
conservation. Other volunteers are locals interested in restoring the woodland, people self-referring
for mental health reasons, and individuals interested in conservation.

It is important for us to consider any potential barriers to participation in the woods, to make sure
we are not alienating anyone who may wish to come, which is why it is so important that we
provide the minibus, the food and the trairri.rg.

Last year's Assistant Manager, Jacob Stow, now manages the project. He is assisted by Rebecca
Cork who volunteers her time to help with managing the project, cooking the lunches, and fire
safety.



We have a busy facebook page with details of all the events we have been able to hold in the woods

as a result of the clearing that your grant has funded. It also includes photos of the interesting flora

and fauna that we discover as we work.

hnps : //www.facebook. com/TortworthArboretum/

It has been an anaztngyear so far and we are so very grateful for
yogr support. We found our first orchid, built a goat shed and pen

and now have three goats who eat knotweed and bramble, we have

cleared around some amazing veteran oak trees that are teeming with

habitat features, and we have opened up pathways to areas we had

never been before. The process ofdiscovery throughout the year and

from year to year is quite incredible'

Thank you so much for your support. without which the arboretum

would be continuing to decline.

Rebecca Cork and Jacob Stow
Directors. Tortworth Forest Centre



Details:

. Number of days held in 2016 April to September: 6

. Number of individual volunteers attended so far in 2016: 55

. Total number of days' work completed so far in 2016 (no of volunteers on each day x

number of days): 135

. Volunteers trained in hand tool use: 0

Tools purchased:

In addition to materials you have previously funded, this year

we purchased a campfire kettle large enough for the numbers of
volunteers w-e have. a slasher, a whetstone, and an additional

billhook. We still have f 130 to spend on tools this year, which
we are planning to spend on equipment for clearing out the

stream banks.

We also purchased tree labels and a pen so that w'e can begin

the process of relabelling
trees w-here their label has

come off, or where there
was none. We also

purchased an improved first
aid kit and plan to spend some money on more items relevant to

woodland work, and an incident book.

Work completed:

Knotweed removal. We decided to trial management of our 5
patches of knotweed without the use of chemicals, to monitor its

spread and see if we can avoid chemicals completely. We have

been cutting the new shoots back regularly, and allowing the

goats to grazE on them. We will measure the size of the patches

regularly.

Rhododendron and laurel. This is a mammoth task and we are

moving across the woodland dealing with overg own stands of
both species. Our internship days have seen us dig out some of
the roots of the rhododendrons around our giant redwood trees. We have started to cut back an

overgrown laurel hedge but we have decided to do this in stages rather than at once? as we do not

want to risk sudden changes in conditions for the nearby veteran and exotic trees.

Bramble cutting continues and we have started to prioritise specific trees to clear around, including

last month's veteran oak which has a lot of healthy secondary growth despite it being swamped for
many years by bramble.

Other areas of work have included removal of a large patch of wingnut saplings that had taken over

an area by the watercourse and the beginnings of regular surveying for badgers and reptiles. The

pathways have also received regular clearance and to allow better access around the site.



Work planned for next volunteer days:

One of our main focusses until December will be maintenance of the hedge that we planted this

spring. We will also clear a lot of dead wood that has fallen over the sulnmer - making stacks for

fireu,ood and leaving some for habitat.

We aim to begin watercourse clearance over the coming months but we need to do some

investigative work frst to determine what needs to be done.

We will have a volunteer celebration with food and hot drinks in October to recognise the work of

the year so far.

We are also planning our Chestnut Day, on 23rd October, to welcome in members of the public and

run g.alks and talks in the rvoods. looking at the variery* of ancient and veteran trees that u'e have

and how we manage them, as well as a walk to visit our veteran sweet chestnuts, our various exotic

horse chestnut trees and hickory and walnut species.

Feedback:

We recently took some footage of volunteers talking about their experiences working in the

woodland and they are available for you to view.

Finance Report:

Current expenditure : L2,5 43 .92

Remaining: f.|,256.08

Please see attached finance report for details of expenditure.

We have not yet had our volunteer training day from Go Wild
Education Ltd which will cost f200.

We have provided a minibus for the duration of the grant, which

enables individuals with no transport to get to the woods - meaning

are able to attract a wider range of individuals'

We will finish spending the grant in December 2016 and we are

applying for more grant money to continue this work 1n2017 -
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